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Abstract: This qualitative study reports on the features of two teachers’ questioning practices when teaching density for
grade-six science elementary students. By adapting IRE questioning framework, this paper investigated issues in relation to the
use of questioning as formative assessment strategy. The data revealed that teachers used authoritative questions to keep
classroom interactions focused on what they expected to hear. The questioning implementations showed that teachers were
unaware of students’ conceptual change. It also revealed that teachers employed scaffolding strategies that support their
authority. Implications for science educators include the need to develop appropriate models for teacher-student interactions
that consider student contributions and encourage more dialogic teaching.
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1. Introduction
Science education literature emphasised that teachers
commonly need more support to overcome their difficulties
interacting with students in inquiry-based instructional
settings (Alexander, 2005; Carlsen, 1991; Furtak, 2006).
Despite the key role of the teachers' questions to coordinate
classroom discourses, the traditional teacher’s practice of
authority lead to control the discourse moving through
serious of questions that are consistent with teacher’s planed
agenda (Chin,2007). This can be via a constant low-level of
questioning discouraging student engagement and
conceptions. This strict control when teachers practice
authoritative questions can potentially impact students’
inquiry and knowledge-building experiences in science
classrooms.
Many teachers tend to present science-teaching as a
process of transmission of facts; these have to be memorized
by the students, and the teachers ask the types of questions
that support pre-determined plan (Chin, 2007). This is due, in
part, to their concern for covering the content within the
allotted time-period but it is also due to their lack of
questioning skills, which could support their utilizing of the
questioning process in inquiry-learning classes. Engaging
teachers to learn about and reflect upon their questioning
practice can support their questioning skills to position

themselves less authoritatively in relation to students
(Oliveira, 2010).
Students also require guidance in their thinking processes
that involve their undertaking of various, science inquiry
activities through encouraging more dialogic talk. One
approach to promoting the dialogic process after eliciting the
students’ initial responses is to encourage them to discuss, to
share responses with the teacher or peers and to engage them
in more dialogic teaching(Alexander, 2005). The dialogic
talk involves extended changes between teacher-and-students
and students themselves, with further engaging in a number
of “talk moves”(Resnick, Michaels, & O’Connor, 2010).This
can be achieved by supporting teachers learning and
designing specific strategies and types of questioning, which
will act as the stimuli for discussion and which will provide
opportunities for the students to create new ideas and to
reconsider their existing knowledge in the social environment
(Oliveira, 2010; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2006). The questions
and prompts that the teachers use to structure their classroom
interactions are significant forms of scaffolding (Christine
Chin, 2007) .
The students' participation in classroom dialogue can be
encouraged when the teacher takes actions that will elicit the
students’ ideas, and then act upon the initial response by
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validating it, and absorbing it into the ongoing classroom
conversation without making an evaluative judgement about
its correctness (Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2006). This requires
effective questioning-techniques and skills to respond to and
to encourage thoughtful answers (Elliot, 1994). The
questions posed and the following actions for dealing with
the students’ responses can strongly influence the students'
engagement that is involved in solving shared-tasks during
the inquiry-learning process. Coherent explanations of the
phenomena in context are the goal of asking questions in
inquiry-science rather than the process of collecting simple
factual answers as still frequently occurs in the moretraditional classrooms (Chin, 2007&Osborn, 2010) .
In the primary school, it is important to encourage the
students’ discourses to present their own understandings.
Buty and Mortimer (2008) distinguished between dialogic
and authoritative talk based on the fact that in the dialogic
talk “different ideas are acknowledged whether it is produced
by a group of people or by a single individual” (p.1639).
Unfortunately, teachers often neglect the students’ efforts to
form their own explanations or to express their own views
(Hyman, 1980).
This is an exploratory study of Saudi teachers’ current
practices of questioning prior to their involvement in a
professional learning course introducing them to teaching
science based inquiry. It aims to understand the features of
the participating teachers questioning when trying to grasp
the form of authority to teaching science inquiry. This may
help to investigate factors that can be addressed in the
professional learning content. This study is built on previous
work on questioning and classroom discourse (Alexander,
2005; Christine Chin, 2007; Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2006).
The findings of these studies showed the significance role of
questioning in managing classroom discourse when teaching
science as inquiry. Thus, this preliminary study was
conducted to explore Saudi teachers questioning practices
and to prepare them for enacting inquiry based learning
reforms.

2. Research Questions
1) How did Saudi teachers enact authority when asking
questions in science classes?
2) How did they use questioning as a scaffolding tool and
how did their scaffolding strategies impact student
conceptions?

3. Methods
3.1. Participants
This is a qualitative study of two primary teachers from
two different schools who randomly selected in this pilot
study prior to taking place in a professional learning course.
This course aims to support Saudi teachers teaching science
using the guided inquiry approach (Bybee, 2009). The two
participant teachers were both primary-school science

teachers who had taught for more than ten years. They were
observed when teaching the density unit for grade six
students. They taught science-classes; these had a teacherstudent ratio of approximately 1:15.
The two teachers are recently introduced to new Saudi
National curriculum requesting them to teach the 5Es guided
model. Before their involvement in the professional learning
course, they were voluntarily agreed to observe their science
classes. The parents of the students drawn from the two
teacher classes were contacted and consent forms were also
obtained prior to their participations.
3.2. Classroom Observation
One of the main objectives in using classroom
observations in this study was to investigate how Saudi
teachers employed the strategy of asking questions, how they
allowed for the students’ participation and, how they react
after receiving the initial responses to allow for further
learning. Both an audio-recorder and field notes were used to
capture the teacher-student interactions and the teachers’ use
of questioning strategies to build the meaning of different,
scientific concepts about density. Because the allocated time
for teaching a specific unit in the Saudi curriculum must be
the same, the researcher was only able to observe the
teachers when teaching the density unit. The allocated time
for teaching density in Saudi Arabia was four weeks so this
researcher observed each teacher on four occasions. Different
observation schedules were developed after timetables had
been arranged with the two principals of the selected schools,
which allowed this researcher to observe each teacher once a
week.
3.3. Data Analysis
Observational data were analysed by going through the
recordings, sorting out episodes involving question-answer
interaction, and transcribing the interactions. The IRE was
adapted to describe the questioning practices of the two
teachers. The teacher initiation questions, student response,
and the following form of evaluation were each coded before
developing the findings. Each questioning conversation that
included a particular subject-matter concept was evaluated
via the resultant description. The conversation was ended
when there was a transition to a new application of content
such as; ask another student, and when there was a shift to a
new subject-matter concept. The findings were developed by
analysing teacher initiation questions and their following
actions dealing with the received student responses. This
helped to develop an understanding to define the functions of
the questioning that was implemented by the two teachers.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. RQ1: Images of Teachers’ Authority
Classroom observations of the two teachers indicated that
the purpose of questioning tended to elicit information and
evaluate answers rather than at attempting to understand the
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students’ own ideas and interpretations (Lemke, 1990;
Mehan, 1979). This purpose was supported by the authority
of the teachers, who claimed and stated knowledge that they
anticipated that the students would accept without further
debate (Van Zee & Minstrell, 1997). Although the teachers
might invite responses from the students, they generally
discounted their responses as they focused solely on the
scientific concept (Chin, 2007).
The following discussion provides an example of how
teacher (A) implemented teacher-centered questioning. It
begins by providing a completed transcript to understand the
context of teacher-student interaction. This then followed by
exploring the ways in which teacher used questions to elicit
and direct student thinking to the expected right answers.
The episode below demonstrates how teacher (A)
implemented his questioning whilst teaching the popcorn
density investigation. The interaction with students showed
how he controls the direction of the discussion until it was
fully developed. This can thus be identified as a typical
teacher-student interaction. Evidence for this type of
interaction can be seen from the first turn from an I-R-E
(initiation-response-evaluation) sequence at lines 1 to 3 and
from the second turn at lines 3 to 5.
1. T: Density is an important concept that depends upon
both the volume and the mass of an object.
Differences between these materials’ densities will
help to explain why some objects float and others
sink in the water. But what do we mean by floating? I
2. S1: When an object stays above the water’s surface. R
3. T: Correct. The water has a density of 1g/cm3. The
substance floats when its density is less than 1g/cm3,
but what will happen if objects weigh more than
1g/cm3? (E, answer his own question)/ I
4. S2: These objects must have more density than the
water. R
5. T: Yes. This is true E
6. T: do they sink or float? (I/ moves to another student)
7. S: They sink. R
8. T: Now as you see, we have both popped and
unpopped popcorn. What do you observe? (I/ The
teacher places both corn in the water)
9. S3: The unpopped corn floated. R
10. T: How? Which one is the unpopped corn? I
11. S3: The bigger corn. R
12. T: Do you agree? (I/ the teacher moves to another
student)
13. S4: No. The bigger one is the popped corn. R
14. T: True. So which of them has less density? E/ I
15. S4: The popped corn. R
16. T: In this activity, the popped popcorn floats because
it is less dense than water. This density change was
due to the volume change after popping the corn.
When the volume increased, the density decreased
and so became less than 1g/cm3 and this caused the
popped popcorn’s floatation. (E/ the teacher answers
his own question)
17. T: So, how does the density change when the volume
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of the popped popcorn is increased? I
18. S5: Decreased. R
19. T: Which one has more volume? (Teacher points to
both corns) I
20. S1: The popped popcorn. R
21. T: The volume of the corn increased dramatically
after popping but, in the case of mass, there was no
change. For example, when you pop 1gm of corn, its
weight after popping will remain the same (1gm).(E/
the teacher answers his own question)
22. T: For the unpopped popcorn, there was no change in
its original density, which was more than water, and
so it sank.
4.1.1. Elicitation with Evaluative Function
Observation of the two teachers’ classes revealed that they
asked initiation questions to seek the right answers. In the
previous teacher-students interaction, teacher (A) did not
appear to use questions that search for students’ prior
knowledge or truly seek information about the student
conceptions. The use of the IRE (initiation-responseevaluation) pattern of discourse did not appear to support the
teacher’s investigation of these prior conceptions but, rather,
guided the discussion towards predetermined right answers
or ask questions to recall what have been discussed.
The questions being asked to elicit responses were used to
promote direct recalling or indirect, offered explanations. For
example, teacher A asked for a response, which could have
been anticipated from the explanation that was previously
offered to the students. In the previous transcript (line 3), as
he had already explained that a substance floats when its
density is less than 1g/cm3 and he then asked about the
objects that had greater density than 1g/cm3. This strategy
did not appear to reveal any of the students’ prior knowledge
in regards to the floating or to the sinking concepts.
Asking the students questions to get them to make a
prediction and then using follow-up questions that examined
their predictions seemed to be an effective strategy for
eliciting student misconceptions (Yin, Tomita, & Shavelson,
2013). A demonstration of this activity by directly placing
both popped and unpopped corn in the water may not provide
sufficient opportunities for revealing the students’ prior
knowledge about the likelihood of the corn’s floating or
sinking (line 8). A student misconception only appeared after
the teacher asked the question “What do you observe?” yet
the teacher couldn’t employ predictive questions to ascertain
the rest of the students’ pre-conceptions.
4.1.2. Glossing over Student Responses with Rare
Consideration of Student Contributions
Rather than asking following questions to interpret the
initial response provided by a student, the two teachers used
different strategies to quickly direct the student thinking to
the correct answer. One of these strategies was to check on a
response and then move on to find the correct answer (see the
following part of interaction)
1. T: Now as you see, we have both popped and unpopped
popcorn. What do you observe? (I/ The teacher places
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both corn in the water)
S3: The unpopped corn floated. R
T: How? Which one is the unpopped corn? I
S3: The bigger corn. R
T: Do you agree? (I/ the teacher moves to another
student)
6. S4: No. The bigger one is the popped corn. R
7. T: True. So which of them has less density? E/ I
8. S4: The popped corn. R
9. T: In this activity, the popped popcorn floats because it
is less dense than water. This density change was due to
the volume change after popping the corn. When the
volume increased, the density decreased and so became
less than 1g/cm3 and this caused the popped popcorn’s
floatation. (E/ the teacher answers his own question)
In the above example, teacher A did not seem to value or
clarify meaning of what students have said. At line 2 the first
student did not distinguish between the two types of corns
(popped and unpopped). He did not attempt to understand or
to ask the student for further interpretation when he, for
example, had confused the volume of the two corns at line 4.
He checked on his answer and then asked another student
who was able to provide the correct answer at line 6. He then
followed by asking question that supported a pre-determined
plan on the basis of his authority “So which of them has less
density?” This was followed by the teacher answering his
own question before providing a final statement to close this
particular assessment conversation.
Another strategy to direct the student to the right answer
was to ask questions that were based on the information,
which had been presented in the previous statement. The
students were then able to answer these questions, which
mainly required short or ‘fill in the blanks’ answers.
These questioning practices tended to support the direct
presentation of scientific concepts and rarely elicited the
students’ conceptions. This did not seem to support teachers
to value their student contributions to make what Sadler
(1989) described as “qualitative judgments” about their
student ideas. In the following text, for example, teacher (A)
introduced the term “mass” when he stated, “in the case of
mass, there was no change” and also explained the density
change of the corn during the process of popping. He did not
involve students to interact with the meaning of “weight” for
he provided an example that helped the students to think
about the mass as a quantity only. Hence, teacher (A) also did
not consider the students’ differentiation of weight and
density (Smith, Maclin, Grosslight, & Davis, 1997).
1. T: The volume of the corn increased dramatically after
popping but, in the case of mass, there was no change.
For example, when you pop 1gm of corn, its weight
after popping will remain the same (1gm). (E/ the
teacher answers his own question)
2. T: For the unpopped popcorn, there was no change in its
original density, which was more than water, and so it
sank.
This approach did not support the students’ conceptual
thinking about the underlying variable that had caused the
2.
3.
4.
5.

density changes after popping the corn. Teacher (A) only
related the reason for the unpopped popcorn’s sinking to the
overall density without emphasising the importance of
volume, which was the main goal of the popcorn’s
investigation.
Conceptual change is most likely to take place when
students are engaged in a gradual transformation of their
mental representations (Alonso-Tapia, 2002). Teachers can
embed their questioning through a process of formative
assessment and can follow gradual steps that will elicit their
students’ thinking, make inferences about what that evidence
indicates, before responding to the students’ ideas (Furtak,
2012). Such processes require teachers to have the ability to
identify and be able to deal with the wide range of the
students’ ideas that underlie their correct and incorrect
responses.
4.2. RQ2: Scaffolding learning Via Questioning
Scaffolding necessitates an active involvement by the
teacher, which has to be carefully adjusted to the learner’s
continuing development (Vygotsky, 1978). Such scaffolding
needs to be situated around a student’s existing zone of
proximal development (ZPD). Sufficient scaffolding to keep
the students’ challenged will also offer them a myriad of
opportunities to determine their own progress (Hogan, 1997).
This means that teacher should not provide too much
information but, rather, that offered information, which is
appropriate for a specific point of interaction.
In the following discussion, teacher B introduced the
students to an investigation into the density of blocks of
different materials with constant volumes. The goal of this
activity was to scaffold the students as they investigated how
changing the masses of the same-sized blocks affected their
densities.
Although the significant role of teacher questioning
strategies in supporting students’ learning, excessive
instructional support has also been reported to have had a
negative impact on learning (Papadopoulos, Demetriadis,
Stamelos, & Tsoukalas, 2011). This proved to be the case in
this instance when teacher B tended to provide excessive
information or asked too many lower-level questions in an
effort to facilitate his students’ learning. For example, he
supplied his students with explanations regarding the
similarities between the cubes’ volumes and their different
masses in line 1 of the following transcript. The students
were also told how to use the mass and volume
measurements to calculate density and then were asked
specific questions to confirm the correctness of their
calculations.
1. T: Today we will be calculating the densities of four
different cubes. These cubes have the same volumes but
they have different mass (T drew a cube shape and
identified the length, width and height).
2. T: We need to find the volume and the mass for each
cube and then to find the density to understand why
some sink or float in water.
3. T: How can you find the volume of a three-dimensional
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shape? (T distributed cubes to different groups)
4. S1: We will measure all of the sides and add up their
lengths.
5. S2: We will multiply the length by the width.
6. T: For all cubes, you need to multiply its length by
width by height.
7. S2: We will find the volume of one cube only because
the other cubes will be the same
8. T: Yes. Excellent!
This part of the classroom talk appeared to influence the
cognitive level of the following questions and thus restricted
the students’ thinking to the provided instructions. At line 1,
teacher B told the students that all cubes have the same
volume and this appeared to influence the student’s response
at line 7 in which he thought that finding the volume of one
cube would be enough and, therefore, that there would be no
need to calculate the volumes of the other cubes. In this
example, the students were not challenged to explore the
similarities between the volumes of these cubes but, rather,
were simply provided with the required information for
predicting this fact.
Teacher B then asked questions that directed the students’
calculation process for finding the volume and mass and he
also provided them with the density formula to find the
density of each cube as can be seen in the following teacherstudent interaction,
9. What was length of each side?
10. S3: The length is 3.
11. T: What about the volume? Did you multiply width
by length by height?
12. S3: Yes. It was 27.
13. T: What is the unit of the volume?
14. S3: liter
15. T: Why? Is it a liquid? (Pointing to another student).
16. S4: No. It is cm.
17. T: Solid volume is measured using cubic centimeters
(cm3) or cubic meters (m3).
18. T: As you know the formula of density is =
(Teacher wrote the formula on the board).
19. T: We have already calculated the volume, so what
thing do we need now to find the density?
20. Ss: The mass.
In the above transcript, the questions that were used tended
to direct students toward the expected answers. Teacher B
seemed to ask for the length of the cube to support the
student’s calculation of the total volume (lines 9 to 12), and
then asked a question that helped the student to anticipate the
answer (line 15, is it a liquid?). He also answered his own
question regarding the unit of volume when he encountered
an incomplete student’s response (line 17). He then provided
the density formula and asked a leading question “What thing
do we need to find the density?” to help a student to identify
the missing variable in the calculation process, which was the
mass (lines 18 to 20). The students were then provided with a
data table for recording the mass and volume of each cube
and they then used the density formula to find their densities.
Teacher B directed his students to compare each cube’s
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density with the density of water (1gm/cm3) to justify its
floating or sinking.
21. T: What was the density of wood?
22. S5: 0.63 g/cm3.
23. T: The density of water is 1g/cm3. If the density of an
object is less than density of water then this object
will float.
24. Now we will see what will happen to the cube of
wood. (T placed the cubes in the water).
25. T: Why does the wood float?
26. S6: Wood is lighter than water.
27. T: True. But what happens to its density?
28. T: Which one has the higher density - the wood or the
water?
29. S7: The water.
30. T: That is why. The wood has a lower density of only
0.63 g/cm3 when compared with 1g/cm3 for the water
and thus it floated.
As can be shown from the previous transcript, teacher B
used questions and instructions that provided a high level of
support to the students and directed their responses. He
followed a step-by-step approach in reaching his planned
goal, and emphasised the traditional calculation of density.
His questions asked the students to either provide short
answers that were based on the students’ recorded data (lines
10 and 11 and lines 20 and 21) or simply asked them to recall
information that had been previously provided to them as in
lines 14 and in 17 to 18.
For appropriate scaffolding to occur, the teacher must
utilise three, key characteristics of scaffolding, namely:
contingency, fading, and transfer of responsibility (Pol,
Volman, & Beishuizen, 2010). Diagnosing the students’
levels of understanding is an important tool of contingency.
The fading process is characterised by the teacher’s
decreasing of the level of support given to the students over
time, which is based on the development of their
performance of the task. The teacher’s responsibility should
be gradually transferred during the fading process with a
commensurate increase in the students’ control of their own
learning by the end of the fading phase (Pol et al., 2010).
The classroom interaction that was directed by the two
teachers did not appear to endeavour to transfer the
responsibility of learning to their students. There was no
clear diagnosing of or an attempt to understand the students’
prior knowledge. Their pre-conceptions, when they appeared,
were simply discouraged and/or accepted without change.
The student responses were rarely used to develop student
conceptions but in many cases teachers moved on to another
student or changed the question. At line 25, for example,
teacher B asked, “Why does wood float?”, but the student’s
response did not differentiate between weight and density. He
then asked a specific question about density “But what
happened to its density?” and followed this with yes/no
question, which offered additional help and thus made the
answer accessible. The student’s level of prior knowledge
was not, however, diagnosed.
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5. Conclusion
The above findings showed that science instructors need
to develop higher levels of awareness to enact authority in
classroom encounters. Observing the two teacher
classrooms indicated their dominance of the third move
“Evaluation” in this IRE sequence. They mainly considered
their students’ responses by simple evaluation, or by
directing these responses to the teacher’s expected right
answers. After receiving a response teachers appear to
guide students to the correct answer rather than to inform
their current conceptions and “in such cases the cognitive
potential of exchanges was lost” (Alexander, 2005, p. 9).
With incorrect responses teachers glossed over the
response but without paying attention to its meaning. This
included the disregard of students’ misconceptions and
moving from one student to another or from one question to
another to keep the discussion focused on what the teacher
is expected to hear. As a result, students tended to be
waiting for the teacher providing them with a final
explanation and summary about the main lectured ideas.
Teachers’ lack of scaffolding strategies were found to
impact their questioning strategies used to respond to the
students’ thinking. Without appropriate initiation questions,
students’ existing knowledge and skills were rarely
examined. Rather, asking questions with evaluative function
appear to discourage students from sharing their genuine
ideas related to the concept under investigation.
After receiving a response, teachers in this study utilised
strategies that directed student responses to the teacher’s
lesson plan. These included responding with questions of
‘yes/no, and fill in blank’ types or to recall what have been
conveyed to them. These strategies and types of questions
did not seem to give space for interaction in the student
zone of proximal development(Vygotsky, 1978). Rather, the
students’ responses were highly scaffolded by teachers
leading to close the questioning conversations.
Oliveira (2010) argues that for teachers “to promote
thoughtful and reflective learning, they need to establish a
relationship with students not based on authority but on
intellectual partnership ”(Oliveira, 2010, p. 447). This
awareness can enable science teachers to shift their practice
of authority-based classroom relations to talking as inquirybased learning contexts demand.
Teachers’ social understanding of questioning can be a
good way to comprehend the relational or interactional
nature of authority in educational contexts. It is the act of
questioning that distinguishes conversation from dialogue
and the critical issue is that questions that rise from the
answer provided by students (Alexander, 2005). Teacherstudent dialogue requires logical progression in a way that
both develop knowledge building on each other’s
contributions (Wolfe & Alexander, 2008). This demands
teachers to ensure guiding the pedagogical content while
ensuring that students’ contributions are “woven into the
unfolding discourse” (Wolfe & Alexander, 2008, p. 9).
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